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1. Introduction

The induction of phase changes with temperature as a stimulus 
can enable triggering of material adaptations by mild warming 
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as well as bulk rheology. This process deciphered links between rheology 
and supracolloidal assemblies (sphere, ellipses, and cylinders) within the 
gel state with interactions probed further via structure factors. Several 
design principles are identified to inform the genesis of next-generation 
thermoreversible gels, alongside novel materials exhibited thermoresponsive 
behavior in the solution state for use in applied healthcare technologies.
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or even touch, where the warmth of the 
body induces a physical transition.[1] “Ther-
moreversible gelators” may be designed 
such that this warming process induces the 
reversible sol-gel transition of a polymer 
solution,[2] a phase change from a low vis-
cosity solution state to a viscoelastic gel 
phase above a critical temperature (Tgel). 
These materials are particularly useful in 
healthcare when Tgel occurs between room 
and body temperature (≈37 °C) allowing for 
in situ gel formation. Thermoreversible 
gelators are attractive in parenteral drug 
delivery where the material may be injected 
in the solution state before forming a gel 
depot which sustains delivery of drugs.[3] 
In topical medicines, temperature-induced 
in situ gelation occurring between room 
and body temperature enhances retention 
while allowing easy application.[4,5] Gel for-
mation after administration is attractive in 
wound healing where the materials may 
fill a burn cavity before forming a gel.[6] 
The materials are also being extensively 

explored for cell culture, tissue engineering and bioprinting 
applications due to the induction of gel formation under mild 
conditions which are less hazardous to cells than chemical 
cross-linkers.[7–9] The most commonly reported thermorevers-
ible gelator is poloxamer 407 (or Pluronic F127), poly(ethylene 
oxide)100-b-poly(propylene  oxide)65-b-poly(ethylene oxide)100, 
however this material has several drawbacks, including low gel 
strengths for applications under shear,[10] highly concentration-
dependent Tgel,[4,11] and rapid dissolution in excess fluid.[12] 
Thus, there is a need to develop the next-generation of thermor-
eversible gelators with enhanced functionality.

Polymers exhibiting lower critical solution temperatures 
(LCSTs) respond to heating by an entropically-driven des-
olvation, which may be used as a mechanism to design ther-
moreversible gelators. ABA block copolymers containing 
A blocks with LCSTs and a hydrophilic B block have been 
shown to exhibit this behavior. For example, Lin and Cheng 
demonstrated the thermoreversible gelation of a poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide)-b-poly(ethylene  glycol)-b-poly(N-isopro-
pylacrylamide)  (PNIPAM-b-PEG-b-PNIPAM) block copolymer 
in aqueous solution, observing the formation of hard gels rela-
tive to a PNIPAM-b-PEG copolymer.[13] This thermoreversible 
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gelation has also been observed in PNIPAM-b-poly(N,N’-dim
ethyacrylamide)-b-PNIPAM[2] and PNIPAM-b-poly(N-
vinylpyrrolidone)-b-PNIPAM,[14] for example, and in 
poly(N-vinylcaprolactam)-b-PEG-b-poly(N-vinylcaprolactam)[15] 
where poly(N-vinylcaprolactam) also exhibits an LCST. ABA 
block copolymers of this type undergo a transition from entirely 
solvophilic below the LCST to an amphiphilic state when heated 
above the LCST, where the A blocks become increasingly sol-
vophobic. It has been theorised that in this state where a solvo-
philic block (B) is flanked by two relatively solvophobic blocks 
(A) the polymer may be able to form “flowerlike” micelles, with 
bridging occurring due to polymer chains being able to asso-
ciate neighbouring micelles.[16,17] This theory follows that of 
Semenov and co-workers,[18] which postulates that telechelic 
polymers (solvophilic polymers with small solvophobic end 
groups) may exist in three states in solution: as loops of a flow-
erlike micelle, as a bridge between two flowers, or as a chain 
“dangling” from a flower with one solvophobic group in the 
micelle core and the other in the micelle corona, illustrated in 
Figure 1. This model has been further demonstrated in Monte-
Carlo simulations.[19] These studies support interpretation of the 
gelation processes in thermoresponsive ABA copolymers which 
may be considered pseudo-“telechelic” above the LCST, but the 
intimate link between nanoscale morphology and bulk rhe-
ology is poorly understood, with a lack of experimental data.[20] 
Knowledge gained in this area would inform the rational design 
of future thermoreversible gelators with enhanced functionality.

This study aims to elucidate the nanoscale processes under-
pinning gelation in thermoreversible gelators based on ABA 
copolymers. These copolymers are based on a blueprint where 
the “A” block exhibits an LCST and the “B” block is the hydro-
philic polymer PEG. The effect of molecular weight and LCST-
exhibiting polymer type is investigated, exploring materials 
containing PNIPAM, poly(2-N-(dimethylamino)ethyl  meth-
acrylate)  (PDMAMA),  and  poly(diethylene  glycol  methyl  ether 
methacrylate) (PDEGMEMA).

2. Results and Discussion

α-Bromoisobutyryl groups were covalently bound to both 
terminal alcohol groups of 5 and 10  kDa PEG to form ATRP 
macroinitiators. The chemical structure was unambigu-
ously confirmed by 1H and DOSY NMR (Figure S1 and S2, 
Supporting Information). The ratio of integrals of the CH2 

with the PEG chain (3.7  ppm) and the C(CH3)2 of the two 
α-bromoisobutyryl moieties (1.8  ppm) confirmed complete 
conversion of the terminal alcohol groups to the ATRP initi-
ator functionality. 1H DOSY NMR demonstrated that hydrogen 
atoms associated with the PEG backbone and functionalised 
ends showed the same diffusion coefficients, further sup-
porting their covalent attachment to PEG. A library of ABA 
copolymers consisting of a thermoresponsive block (A) and 
PEG (B) were then synthesised by ATRP from the difunctional 
PEG macroinitiators. This library was composed of 3 classes 
of triblock copolymer where the A block was either PNIPAM, 
PDMAMA, or PDEGMEMA (Figure 2). The molecular weight 
of the constituent blocks was controlled so that the copolymers 
had the following structures: 10 kDa A–b–5 KDa B–b–10 kDa A,  
10  kDa A–b–10  kDa B–b–10  kDa A, and 20  kDa A–b–10  kDa 
B–b–20  kDa A (designated A10-B5-A10, A10-B10-A10 and  
A20-B10-A20 when discussing architecture class, with specific 
sample IDs in Figure  2), allowing for understanding of the 
effect of each block’s molecular weight on polymer properties 
in solution as thermoreversible gelators.

The successful synthesis of ABA copolymers was con-
firmed by 1H NMR and GPC. The 1H NMR of each triblock 
copolymer with peak assignment is shown in Figure S2 in the 
Supporting Information, confirming successful conversion of 
monomer to polymer. The molecular weights for each block 
were calculated using 1H NMR. 1H NMR confirmed that mon-
omer conversion gave clear discrimination between low and 
high levels at molecular weights of ≈10 and 20 kDa (Figure 2). 
These levels were selected based on the molecular weights 
shown to exhibit gelation and pilot studies on maximal con-
version using ATRP in these polar media required for PEG 
solubilisation.[21] GPC gave the PDI of each copolymer and  
confirmed that molecular weight distributions were monomodal 
with no residual unreacted PEG (Figure S3, Supporting Informa-
tion). This was further supported with DOSY NMR (Figure S4, 
Supporting Information). PDEGMEMA and PDMAMA copoly-
mers had PDIs ranging from 1.09 – 1.32 while the PNIPAM sam-
ples had PDIs >1.8. The ATRP of PDMAMA and PDEGMEMA 
achieved well defined polymers of low polydispersity. This lower 
level of control in PNIPAM is attributed to the use of water as a 
solvent which has been shown to adversely affect the deactiva-
tion processes controlling ATRP via reversible dissociation of the 
halide ligand from the Cu(II) ATRP deactivator, amongst other 
processes.[22] However, pilot studies indicated that water was 
required to achieve this conversion while solubilising PEG.

Figure 1. Proposed mechanism of gelation in ABA block copolymers with thermoresponsive “A” blocks with an LCST and solvophilic “B” blocks.
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Initial studies by vial inversion indicated that copolymer 
solutions in water at a concentration of 20% (w/v) exhibited 
an increase in viscosity upon warming. This thickening was 
investigated by small-amplitude oscillatory shear rheology 
as a function of temperature (Figure  3). All samples demon-
strated an increase in G′ or G″ with temperature, reflecting an 
overall increase in viscoelasticity. Gelation is typically consid-
ered to be achieved when G′  > G″,[23] indicating a dominance 
of elastic behavior over dissipative viscous flow, which occurs 
at the critical gelation temperature. PNIPAM and PDEGMEMA 
A10-B5-A10 systems exhibited a stepwise transition to a more 
viscous state, without achieving the formation of a “rheological” 
gel, with G″ dominant at all temperatures. PDMAMA with  
the same A10-B5-A10 architecture was highly viscoelastic and 
predominantly solid-like at all temperatures, with minor thick-
ening occurring during heating to 50 °C. PDMAMA copolymers 
with A10-B10-A10 and A20-B10-A20 architectures also exhibited 
this phenomenon, where dissipated energy dominating the 
rheogram, albeit with lower values of the moduli. Architec-
tures with a larger PEG block, A10-B10-A10 and A20-B10-A20, 
exhibited a Tgel with PNIPAM and PDEGMEMA blocks, transi-
tioning to a state with G′ > G″, with the transition with PNIPAM 
being sharper and leading to a plateau in G′, compared to PDE-
GMEMA. Based on these results, it was hypothesised that 1) the 
morphologies formed by the 5 kDa PEG constructs is distinct 
from the materials with a 10 kDa PEG block, since they do not 
lead to gelation and 2) PDMAMA-based materials have a mor-
phology different from PNIPAM and PDEGMEMA, since they 
remained predominantly viscous solutions. Frequency sweeps 
of the 20% (w/v) solutions was also conducted at 25 and 50 °C 
(Figure S6) and the effect of architecture was explored by com-
parison of DEGMEMA copolymers. All solutions were predom-
inantly liquid-like at 25 °C with great frequency dependence. At 

50 °C, above Tgel, the DEG10-P5-DEG10 copolymer exhibited a 
frequency dependence with G″>G′ over the temperatures meas-
ured, in a manner indicative of a viscoelastic liquid. DEG10-
P10-DEG10 and DEG20-P10-DEG20 were gels exhibiting G′ > G″  
at all frequencies. To assess the effect of LCST component, fre-
quency sweeps of D10-P10-D10 and N10-P10-N10 were also con-
ducted at 50 °C (Figure S7). In-line with temperature ramps, 
D10-P10-D10 remained a viscous liquid (G″ > G′) at all frequen-
cies, while N10-P10-N10 exhibited G′ > G″ across the frequency 
range, indicative of a gel state.

Dynamic light scattering measurements were conducted 
to measure the size of the aggregates. Dilute solutions (1 mg/
mL) of PNIPAM and PDEGMEMA materials exhibited sharp 
increases in scattering intensity above a critical temperature 
(Figure S8), associated with the formation of nanostructures 
of PDI < 0.2. The hydrodynamic diameter (DH) and ζ-potential 
were measured at a fixed temperature of 50 °C to initially char-
acterise the nanoparticles (Table S2, Supporting Information). 
Generally, A10-B5-A10 copolymers formed nanoparticles of 
larger DH than A10-B10-A10 systems (at 50 °C), indicating the 
importance of PEG molecular weight on the structure of the 
nanoparticles, with shorter PEG chains appearing to lead to 
larger nanoparticles. Additionally, the A20-B10-A20 copolymers 
formed particles of larger DH than the A10-B10-A10 constructs 
when using PNIPAM or PDMAMA as the thermoresponsive 
component, but no effect was seen in the PDEGMEMA mate-
rials. SANS was then employed in an attempt to establish more 
meaningful relationships between self-assembled polymer 
morphology and bulk rheology of the gel.[24]

For each ABA polymer, four temperatures were investigated 
to capture the behavior across the gelation process, namely: 25, 
37, 40 and 50 °C, where 25 °C lies well below the LCST, 37 and 
40 °C around the expected onset of the transition and 50 °C 

Figure 2. Structure of NIPAM (blue), DMAMA (red), and DEGMEMA (green) moieties (left) with polymer ID, molecular weight of constituent blocks 
(determined by 1H NMR, with degree of polymerisation (DP)), and PDI as determined by GPC (right).
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well above the transition. Two concentrations, 5 and 20% (w/v), 
were explored for each temperature. In dilute 5% (w/v) systems, 
the SANS data were fitted using only a form factor P(q), where 
possible, while in concentrated 20% (w/v) systems, interactions 
between the scattering centres are significant, and a structure 
factor S(q) was also required. Structural information can be 
extracted from P(q), while S(q) provides insights on the nature 
of the interaction between the scattering centres.[25] The manu-
script describes the major findings from the SANS study with 
specific values from the fitted parameters provided in the Sup-
porting Information (Tables S3–S11, Supporting Information).

PNIPAM is a model thermoresponsive polymer, and a wealth 
of information about its behavior is available in the literature.[20] 
The behavior of PNIPAM-b-PEG-b-PNIPAM is initially probed 
as a reference for comparison to the other two ABA polymer 
classes (Figure 4).

PNIPAM-b-PEG-b-PNIPAM constructs showed two dis-
tinct behaviors dependent on the molecular weight of the 

constituting blocks as a function of the temperature. At 25 °C, 
the SANS patterns are best fitted with the polymeric Gaussian 
coil model (PGC),[26] a model that describes the behavior of 
polymer chains in a theta solvent. In this case, the SANS 
signal does not come from micellar aggregates, but from 
a concentration distribution of solvated polymer coils. The 
radius of gyration is not sensitive to the polymer architecture. 
N10-P5-N10, N10-P10-N10 and N20-P10-N20 have radii of gyra-
tion of ≈35–40 Å at 5% (w/v), suggesting that the coils are not 
fully extended objects but collapsed coils (Tables S3 and S5, 
Supporting Information).

At 37 °C and above, the SANS data were fitted using 
two form factors, a polymeric Gaussian chains model (P(q)
PGC), combined with a core-shell sphere form factor (P(q)
CS sphere). This shows, above the LCST, a major change in 
the morphology of scattering objects, namely, the presence 
of micelles. The micellar aggregates have sufficient internal 
contrast that SANS can resolve its core from the shell. In 

Figure 3. Rheograms showing the effect of temperature on G′ (dark) and G″ (light) of PNIPAM (blue), PDMAMA (red), and PDEGMEMA (green) ABA 
copolymer solutions at 20% (w/v). Temperature ramps conducted at an oscillatory shear stress within the linear viscoelastic region of the sample at 
25 °C (1 Pa) and a frequency of 1 Hz.
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this case, the core is significantly drier than the shell. For 
instance, for 5% (w/v) N10-P10-N10 at 40 °C, the core scat-
tering length density (SLD) is ≈1.6⋅(10–6⋅Å–2) while the shell 
SLD is ≈6.0⋅(10–6⋅Å–2) (Table S4, Supporting Information). This 
approximates to a shell with 94% D2O and a core containing 
15% D2O, calculated against a hypothetical dry core constituted 
entirely of PNIPAM (SLD = 0.707⋅(10–6⋅Å–2)), based on repeat 
unit C8H15O2N, (ρ = 1.023 g⋅cm–3) and a shell containing only 
PEG (SLD  =  0.679⋅(10–6⋅Å–2)), based on repeat unit C2H4O, 
(ρ = 1.2 g⋅cm–3). This suggests a core mostly formed by PNIPAM 
blocks, while the shell is highly hydrated, likely formed mostly 
by PEG chains. The presence of D2O in the core is consistent 
with PNIPAM retaining some level of solvation, even above the 
LCST.[27] For N10-P10-N10 5% (w/v) at 37 °C (Figure  4B), the 
SANS data were better described as spheres, rather than core-
shell spheres, suggesting a lack of segregation of PNIPAM and 
PEG blocks. Above 37 °C, a core-shell sphere model is required 

to better describe the SANS data, suggesting that segrega-
tion may take place as the temperature increases, consistent 
with the transition occurring across this range observed with 
rheology (Figure  3) and prior studies of the phase separation 
of PNIPAM.[28] A larger core and shell are observed with an 
increase in PNIPAM size (N20-P10-N20). For instance, the shell 
and core radius of N10-P10-N10 5% (w/v) are 75 and 168  Å at  
40 °C (Table S3, Supporting Information). It is also notable that 
the contribution of the polymeric Gaussian coil form factor 
(P(q)PGC) signal diminishes as the temperature increases from 
37 to 50 °C, as measured by changes of the fitting parameters A 
and B. P(q)PGC can arise from free polymer coils that gradu-
ally become incorporated into the micellar aggregates as tem-
perature increases, but could also arise from the chains in the 
micelle corona, and its reduced contribution thus corresponding 
to a reduction in “dangling chains” of the ABA copolymer or 
restricted motion of PEG chains occurring with desolvation.

Figure 4. SANS data (open symbols) and fits (solid lines) for PNIPAM-b-PEG-b-PNIPAM (NX- PY-NX) copolymers as a function of concentration, 
temperature and copolymer ratios. CS, core-shell; PGC, polymeric Gaussian coil; PL, power law; SHS, sticky hard-sphere, respectively. Concentration 
is shown above graphs, with architecture on the right.
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In contrast to the other two constructs, SANS data for the 
N10-P5-N10 polymer could not be fitted using spherical objects 
(Table S5, Supporting Information). As the temperature 
changed from 37 to 40 and 50 °C, best fits were obtained with a 
cylinder, then a core-shell cylinder and then a flexible cylinder 
form factor, at these respective temperatures, showing some 
evolution with the temperature. The elongated shapes obtained 
are consistent with the shorter PEG blocks, which cannot 
accommodate the curvature required for spherical micelles, 
which is reflected in the larger DH measured by dynamic light 
scattering previously.

At 20% (w/v), a structure factor is required to account for 
interparticle interactions. For all three PNIPAM-PEG-PNIPAM 
constructs, the structure factor that best fitted the data was 
the sticky hard-sphere (SHS).[29–31] The hard-sphere model 
(HS)[31,32] describes a repulsive short-range interaction arising 
from excluded volume interactions. The sticky hard-sphere 
model adds a middle range attractive element to the hard-
sphere model, described as “stickiness”, which takes a lower 
value for systems with greater attraction.[29] The main contribu-
tion of this model is to show that the micellar aggregates have 
an interparticle attractive interaction that increases with temper-
ature. For instance, the stickiness values for N10-P10-N10 20% 
(w/v) at 37, 40, and 50 °C are 0.468, 0.241, and 0.122, respec-
tively (Table S4, Supporting Information). A similar trend is 
observed for N20-P10-N20 (0.887, 0.465, and 0.463, respectively, 
Table S3, Supporting Information). For the construct with the 
smaller PEG block (N10-P5-N10) (Figure  4C,F), the scattering 
curves differ markedly from the two other constructs; it was dif-
ficult to achieve a satisfactory fit, but, overall, the data could be 
fitted with a core-shell cylinder and a sticky-hard-sphere struc-
ture factor. While the sticky-hard-sphere structure factor cannot 
strictly be applied to cylinders, it does at least reflect the absence 
of attractive interactions between micelles for this construct, 
with values always greater than 1. Taken together, the elongated 
shape of the aggregates (seen at 5%) and the reduced stickiness 
for N10-P5-N10 depart from the behavior of the other two con-
structs, and is in line with the weaker rheological response with 
G” < G′ at all temperatures probed (Figure 3).

The PDMAMA-b-PEG-PDMAMA (Dx-Py-Dx) polymer 
set shows a remarkably similar (Figure  5), yet subtly dif-
ferent behavior than PNIPAM-PEG-PNIPAM (Figure  4). 
PDMAMA-b-PEG-b-PDMAMA also produces spherical 
micellar aggregates above the LCST of PDMAMA, however, the 
micellar aggregates do not show the segregation observed for 
PNIPAM-b-PEG-PNIPAM and are better described as spheres 
rather than core-shell spheres. Generally, micellar aggregates 
generate core-shell structures as the hydrophilic blocks are 
hydrated while the hydrophobic core is dry. While the SLD of 
the constituents of the shell and core might be similar, a wet 
shell and a dry core create a SLD difference large enough to be 
observable by SANS. For PDMAMA-b-PEG-b-PDMAMA, this 
differentiation is not observed, suggesting either a relatively wet 
core (leading to similar SLDs) or a weaker segregation between 
the blocks. The SLD for the whole aggregate fluctuates around 
5.7 for D10-P10-D10 (Table S10, Supporting Information), 
which is equivalent to the SLD of a mixture of 89% D2O/11% 
PDMAMA-b-PEG-b-PDMAMA. PDMAMA-b-PEG-b-PDMAMA 
data above the LCST were also fitted by a combination of two 

form factors: spheres and polymeric Gaussian coils, with the 
contribution from P(q)PGC diminishing as the temperature 
increases, as observed with the PNIPAM-based construct.

At 5% (w/v), a weak interparticle interaction contribution is 
necessary to fit the data, unlike for PNIPAM-PEG-PNIPAM. 
Therefore, data sets at both 5 and 20 wt% were fitted with a 
structure factor. The “stickiness” is higher than for PNIPAM-
PEG-PNIPAM and shows very limited temperature depend-
ence up to 50 °C for D10-P10-D10 20% (w/v): the stickiness 
at 37, 40, and 50 °C is 1.2, 1.8 and 0.52, respectively and a 
weak temperature dependence in all cases for D20-P10-D20: 
0.64, 0.54 and 0.74, respectively (Tables S11, S10). This sug-
gests, overall, a weaker attraction in the system than 
PNIPAM-b-PEG-b-PNIPAM.

Another major difference from PNIPAM-b-PEG-b-PNIPAM 
systems is the behavior below the LCST. At 25 °C, PDMAMA-b-
PEG-b-PDMAMA data are better fitted using spheres for D20-
P10-D20 (Figure 5A,D), ellipsoids for D10-P10-D10 (Figure 5B,E) 
and cylinders for D10-P5-D10 (Figure  5C). This suggests that 
PDMAMA-PEG-PDMAMA copolymers are already forming 
aggregates even below the transition observed by rheology. This 
could be attributed to the molecular weight dependence of the 
LCST transition seen in PDMAMA, resulting in the higher 
molecular weight chains transitioning to a micellar form at 
temperatures below 25 °C.[33]

As seen for the PNIPAM construct, the morphology of the 
polymer with the shorter PEG block (D10-P5-D10) deviates 
strongly from both D20-P10-D20 and D10-P10-D10, forming 
elongated cylindrical aggregates above the LCST. In contrast 
with the PNIPAM-b-PEG-b-PNIPAM polymers (Table S5,  
Supporting Information), D10-P5-D10 (Table S11, Supporting 
Information) data suggest shorter and less flexible cylinders. 
At 5 wt%, N10-P5-N10 cylindrical aggregates are always longer 
than 1000 Å above the LCST, while the size of D10-P5-D10 
aggregates start at 700 Å around LCST and only reaches values 
of ≈1000 Å at 50 °C which supports the macroscopic behavior 
observed, as D10-P5-D10 20% (w/v) solutions are exceedingly 
viscous and were not investigated by SANS due to difficulty in 
manipulating the samples (Table S11, Supporting Information). 
It is inferred from the dilute regime that the presence of cylin-
ders of indeterminate (>1000 Å) length even below the LCST 
(Figure  5) can lead to network formation and thus a gel state 
across the entire rheogram (see the Supporting Information for 
expanded discussion).

PDEGMEMA-b-PEG-b-PDEGMEMA copolymers follow sim-
ilar trends as the two constructs previously described (Figure 6). 
Above the LCST, micellar aggregates are observed. The SANS 
data above the LCST require two contributions: one for the 
aggregates and another for the polymer chains. Unlike the other 
two systems, each PDEGMEMA-b-PEG-b-PDEGMEMA archi-
tecture studied required a different form factor for the micellar 
aggregates: DEG20-P10-DEG20 (Figure 6A,D) is better described 
by core-shell spheres, DEG10-P10-DEG10 (Figure  6B,E) by 
ellipsoids and DEG10-P5-DEG10 (Figure  6C,F), similar to the 
other two copolymers (Figure 4C,F and 5C), is better described 
by cylindrical objects. In contrast, with PNIPAM-b-PEG-b-
PNIPAM, core-shell spheres were observed for both N10-
P10-N10 (Figure  4B,E) and N20-P10-N20 (Figure  4A,D) con-
structs, and with PDMAMA-b-PEG-b-PDMAMA, spheres were 
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observed. Notably, for all three P5 architectures (short PEG 
block architecture), cylinders were obtained independently of 
the polymer chemistry (Figure 4–6C).

For DEG10-P10-DEG10, the data could be fitted both as 
plain ellipsoids or highly polydisperse spheres, in either case, 
the data could not be fitted adequately with a core-shell struc-
ture. Similar to PDMAMA-b-PEG-b-PDMAMA (Figure  5B,E), 
this lack of segregation between the blocks suggests a rela-
tively wet core. However, the whole aggregate is drier than the 
PDMAMA-b-PEG-b-PDMAMA aggregates. At 20% (w/v), the 
SLD for the DEG10-P10-DEG10 is ≈3.5 (10–6⋅Å–2) (Table S7, Sup-
porting Information), which is equivalent to a 50% mixture 
D2O/DEG10-P10-DEG10, while for D10-P10-D10, the aggre-
gate SLD is estimated to be ≈5.7 (10–6⋅Å–2)(Table S10, Sup-
porting Information) equivalent to a 89% mixture D2O/DEG10-
P10-DEG10. With the larger PEG block, DEG20-P10-DEG20, a 
core-shell structure is required to fit the data. This particular 

case highlights both the impact of 1) the chemical nature of the 
polymer, as PNIPAM induces more segregation between core 
and shell, for all architectures (Figure  4), while PDEGMEMA 
and PDMAMA core and shell are largely indistinguishable  
(Figures  5 and  6), and 2) the polymer architecture, where the 
balance between the length of PDMAMA/PEG blocks affects 
the level of segregation between the core and shell.

PDEGMEMA-b-PEG-b-PDEGMEMA data at 5 and 20% 
(w/v) required a structure factor to account for interpar-
ticle interactions. The architecture plays a strong role in the 
strength of the attractive interaction. For DEG10-P10-DEG10 
(Table S7, Supporting Information), the stickiness is larger 
than for PNIPAM-b-PEG-b-PNIPAM (Table S4, Supporting 
Information),1.23, 1.83, 0.68 for DEG10-P10-DEG10 20wt% at 
37, 40 and 50 °C, respectively versus 872, 0.24, 0.12, for N10-
P10-N10 20 wt% at at 37, 40 and 50 °C, respectively, and only 
drops strongly at 50 °C, while for DEG20-P10-DEG20, the 

Figure 5. SANS data (open symbols) and fits (solid lines) for PDMAMA-b-PEG-b-PDMAMA (Dx-Py-Dx) copolymers as a function of concentration and 
temperature and copolymer ratios. Concentration is shown above graphs, with architecture on the right.
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stickiness is strongly temperature-dependent, changing from 
1.65, to 0.887 and 0.136 at 37, 40, and 50 °C, respectively, high-
lighting the larger influence the LCST/non-LCST ratio has on 
PDEGMEMA-b-PEG-b-PDEGMEMA (Tables S6 and S7, Sup-
porting Information).

Also, similarly to PDMAMA-b-PEG-b-PDMAMA, SANS 
data for PDEGMEMA-b-PEG-b-PDEGMEMA below the LCST 
(25 °C) were better fitted using well-defined objects instead of 
Gaussian coils (used for PNIPAM-b-PEG-b-PNIPAM copoly-
mers). Curiously, DEG20-P10-DEG20 SANS data at 20 °C show 

Figure 6. SANS data (open symbols) and fits (solid lines) for PDEGMEMA-b-PEG-b-PDEGMEMA (DEGx-Py-DEGx) copolymers as a function of con-
centration and temperature and copolymer. Concentration is shown above graphs, with architecture on the right.
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the presence of two objects and were fitted adequately using 
two ellipsoids form factors, one ellipsoid with a major radius of 
≈37.7 Å and another with a major radius of ≈375 Å, suggesting 
strong aggregation even at low temperatures (Table S6, Sup-
porting Information).

DEG10-P5-DEG10 follows the same pattern as N10-P5-N10 
and D10-P5-D10: the copolymer forms cylindrical aggregates 
above the LCST and requires a structure factor at 20% (w/v). 
This suggests that the cylindrical shape is determined by 
geometrical constrains largely independent of the chemical 
nature of the LCST copolymers, as all the three ABA poly-
mers assemble into either spherical or ellipsoidal objects at 
A10-B10-A10 and A20-B10-A20 architectures, but always into 
cylindrical objects at A10B5A10 architectures (Table S8, Sup-
porting Information).

Taking the SANS and rheology of the thermoreversible gela-
tors together, the following conclusions may be drawn:

• Thermoreversible thickening and gelation is related to the 
formation of micelles which interact via chemical and physi-
cal interactions to form a polymer network resistant to shear.

• Micelles are present in the dilute systems (5% (w/v)), which 
may be described by a combination of two form factors de-
scribing the particle shape and Gaussian coil from the poly-
mer components

• In the concentrated regime (20% (w/v)), a sol-gel transition 
occurs above a specific temperature. No sol-gel transition 
was obtained for 1) the PDMAMA-based copolymers (except 
the A10-B5-A10 architecture), and 2) the A10-B5-A10 architec-
tures (except the PDMAMA-based one). The copolymers with 
a 5 kDa PEG block formed elongated cylindrical micelles for 
all three polymer chemistries (Figure 7). “Sticky hard-sphere” 
structure factors were fitted to all concentrated samples, which 
is believed to be a result of polymer bridges between nanopar-
ticles which then contribute to overall elasticity of the system.

• Copolymers with a 10 kDa PEG block typically formed spheri-
cal micelles interacting via a “sticky hard-sphere” structure 
factor at high concentrations, which suggests a flower-like 
micellar morphology bridged by unimer chains (Figure  7). 
These systems formed gels with predominantly elastic be-
havior (G′ > G″) in NIPAM and DEGMEMA copolymers.

• The A20-B10-A20 constructs at 50 °C can all be fitted as 
spheres/core-shell spheres with sticky sphere structure fac-
tors and a contribution from polymer coils in solution, and 
thus offer the best point of comparison between copolymers. 
In this case, the D20-P10-D20 copolymers were the least 
“sticky” of the series, and this relatively low adhesion be-
tween particles may contribute to the low elasticity of the gels 
formed.

The cytotoxicity of the materials was also evaluated against 
human keratinocytes (HaCat) to highlight the materials with 
the lowest risk for translation into healthcare (Figure S9). 
LDH and MTS assays confirmed that PNIPAM and PDE-
GMEMA-containing triblock copolymers did not destroy the 
cell membrane or induce a reduction in metabolic activity, 
respectively. PNIPAM has been observed to exhibit cytotox-
icity,[34] however the majority of publications do not report 
this.[20] PDMAMA copolymers all gave a significant indi-
cation of cytotoxicity in both assays. PDMAMA has been 
reported to induce cytotoxicity due to the formation of com-
plexes between the tertiary amine of the monomer unit and 
the negatively charged proteins bound to the cell membrane, 
which is expected to disrupt cellular pathways and result in 
cell death.[35]

3. Conclusions

ABA triblock copolymers consisting of LCST-exhibiting 
PNIPAM, PDEGMEMA, or PDMAMA “A” blocks and PEG 
“B” blocks exhibit a temperature-induced increase in vis-
cosity in aqueous solution. SANS measurements indicate 
that the nanostructures present in solution depend both on 
the chemistry of the LCST polymer and the molecular weight 
of the constituent blocks. The chemistry of the “A” blocks 
affects both degrees of hydration of this component above 
the LCST and potential for interaction between nanoparti-
cles. Copolymers with 5  kDa PEG and 10  kDa LCST-exhib-
iting blocks formed elongated cylindrical structures, and, for 
NIPAM and DEGMEMA copolymers, displayed a rheogram 
where the energy from deformation was predominantly 

Figure 7. Suggested structures of thermoresponsive polymers in solution at 50 °C, which leads to viscoelastic behavior.
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dissipated and was therefore a viscous liquid rather than 
a gel. In the DMAMA copolymers, this construct was a gel 
at all temperatures which may in part be related to the for-
mation of cylindrical nanostructures even at the lowest tem-
peratures measured. Copolymers with 10  kDa PEG and 10  
or 20  kDa LCST-exhibiting blocks formed spherical or ellip-
soidal micellar structures and for NIPAM and DEGMEMA 
copolymers displayed thermoreversible gelation, transitioning 
to a predominantly elastic state (G′ > G″). The SANS analysis 
showed that these spherical and ellipsoidal micelles interacted 
through “sticky” hard-sphere structure factors, which can be 
interpreted as the formation of flower-like micelles bridged by 
unimer chains, a mechanism of gelation found in telechelic 
polymers. N10-P10-N10 and N20-P10-N20 copolymers formed 
spherical core-shell micelles with relatively high levels of 
stickiness and likewise formed superior gels with sharp tran-
sition, high values of G′ and a long plateau in the gel state. 
In contrast, DMAMA copolymers with 10  kDa PEG did not 
form gels and remained predominantly viscous (G″ > G′) and 
exhibited weaker “stickiness” at high temperatures compared 
to NIPAM copolymers, plausibly indicating a reduction of 
these stabilising bridges.

These findings have implications for the design of novel 
thermoreversible gelators, where tuning the morphology of the 
micellar aggregates (spheres versus ellipsoids versus cylinders) 
and bridging between them could lead to optimising the tem-
perature response and the elastic character.

4. Experimental Section
Experimental details are contained in the Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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